As Bob Marley truly quoted, “Though the road's been rocky it sure feels good to me”, the past three weeks were amazing and hectic as well. Besides usual assignments and hectic schedule, having new experience is always exciting. No matter how tough the road seems, if you are passionate enough, you will have a beautiful journey afterwards.

Along with GEE, I had attended "Creativeness Fest" which helped me a lot to know about my passion. It helped a lot to gain different insights and work well in a team. Overall, it helped me to improve my part in GEE and motivated me to be a better person because at the end of the day, it's always about learning new things and discovering you.

After last year's wonderful experience, I and my partner were eagerly waiting for GEE to start this year. Being a student of business and especially while taking entrepreneurship classes, I always wanted to start something on my own. I knew one thing for sure that no matter how small it seems or how crazy your idea is, it might have potential to change the world. I realized no idea is worthless while attending Creativeness Fest, one of its kind in Nepal. It feels good to know people from different country and know their perspective. It is amazing how youths from different country think in completely different way, yet understands each other.

We were really looking forward to the experience when our leader contacted us in the first week. He then suggested to make contact in facebook group where we were supposed to share all ideas. Cameron was active throughout three weeks and motivated us to give our idea. He gave deadline till 12th April to give our ideas but sadly group was silent and no idea was coming up. I had already discussed my idea with my partner about social supermarket and we were really energized to start the project. I had spend days before actual competition to brainstorm the idea. This is sad but seeing lots of problem around, there were hundreds of ideas popping in my head. Irony of living in a least developed country is we have great prospects underneath big problems.

Then we posted the idea on facebook group, leader responded positively and other members were positive too. But we didn't get any other ideas and we settled down for this one. I was really hoping to get flooded with ideas but that part was disappointing. Other than that the experience was splendid, this time I think we have done justice to report as well.

Though I was born in LDC, I was fortunate enough to born in capital city of Nepal where we have all basic amenities of life. Every day moving to and fro college, I see lots of food wastage around and I was really worried about the people who couldn't afford it. At one hand, rich people didn't care about the wastage and on the other hand people are struggling to get full plate of meal every day.

So like other normal days, I was going to college and many ideas were popping around my head. Then I saw same debris of waste and a child was searching something over there. I couldn't stop myself and decided to ask him what he was doing. He innocently replied me that he was really hungry and wanted some food. I almost cried there but I controlled myself and bought some biscuits and coke and gave him. He was so happy and seeing his happiness I felt satisfied. Then and there I knew I was going to do something for these people who have to struggle really hard for basic amenities of life.

Reaching home I was desperate to see if I could find something to solve this problem. I was restlessly searching and then I read articles about social supermarket. It clicked my mind that if I could at least provide some help to these needy people, I'll be taking one step towards my goal. One step towards feeding hungry mouth and satisfying pure soul, then only I'll feel accomplished.

It was not just a report for me but a dream to feed hunger people. It was more than a simple competition project for me now. After I shared the idea with my partner, we were really motivated to get it done and we went to different supermarkets researching about the food wastage and if they could help us achieve our dream. They were really positive about the concept and were more than happy to help us in this social cause. We just didn't stopped there, on last day of GEE, we send our idea to incubation center of Kathmandu University for "Idea hunt" program where selected ideas could get a seed fund to launch a start-up.

We are really positive that we can help many people in need and we'll not just limit this to Kathmandu but open branches in many districts where people struggle very hard to get basic amenities of life.
Thank you very much GEE for showing us way to do something better with our lives, to live for people and to help dig into our problems which were hardly noticed.